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The Laguna Blanca basin is a rhomb-shaped basin located at the SE margin of the Puna plateau
in the southern Central Andes (Catamarca, Argentina). An interactive analysis using remote
sensing and field mapping enabled us to produce a geo-structural map at a 1:350,000 scale.
Satellite images from multispectral sensors (ASTER and Landsat 7 ETM+) and medium
resolution Digital Elevation Models (SRTM and ASTER GDEM) were used in order to
recognize the structures and main lithologies, which were validated in the field and through
laboratory tests (e.g. spectral analysis). The final result is a geo-structural map of the
Laguna Blanca basin with a new geological unit subdivision, highlighting its tectonic origin,
which appears to be related to a releasing stepover along N-S sinistral strike-slip master faults.

Keywords: remote sensing; strike-slip tectonics; Andean Plateau; pull-apart basin;
multispectral data; fault kinematics

1. Introduction

The Laguna Blanca basin (26835′S–67820′W) is located in the southern Central Andes, along the
southeastern margin of the Puna plateau, in the Catamarca Province (Argentina). This area is
characterized by a semi-arid climate, which is particularly good for satellite remote sensing
and geological mapping purposes. The Laguna Blanca basin is a prominent 20 km-long by
15 km-wide rhomb-shaped basin with a flat floor at an altitude of 3400 m, bound by high mor-
phological ridges on the western and eastern sides (with altitudes reaching about 6000 and
4200 m, respectively). The Laguna Blanca basin is bound by two prominent steep fault segments,
which seem to have influenced the basin morphology. These deformation structures, along with
the relevant topographical gradient, suggest a tectonic origin for the basin. The presence of similar
basins in this sector of the Puna plateau, which is dominated by Eocene to Recent E-W crustal
shortening (Allmendinger, Jordan, Kay, & Isacks, 1997), has been associated with local transten-
sion along orogen-parallel sinistral strike-slip faults (e.g. Salina del Fraille pull-apart basin,
Dooley & McClay, 1997). Such kinematics along N-S striking faults is apparently not coherent
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with the ENE–WSW convergence between the Nazca and South America plates and several
models have been proposed to explain this unexpected behaviour (Marrett & Strecker, 2000;
Riller, Cruden, Boutelier, & Schrank, 2012; Riller & Oncken, 2003). Therefore, it is of paramount
importance to clarify the geometries, kinematics and genesis of intermontane transtensional
basins in the Andean belt, in order to disentangle such a long debated issue. The structural inves-
tigation and mapping of the Laguna Blanca, which is bounded by N-S striking faults, is in line
with this major aim.

Despite the Southern Central Andes having been extensively studied for mining purposes
(e.g. Farallòn Negro, Carrizo et al., 2003) and volcanological analyses (e.g. Cerro Galan
Caldera, Folkes et al., 2011), there are still few published geological maps of the study area.
At present, the most detailed is from the early 1970s at a 1:200,000 scale (Turner, 1973),
while a recent geological sketch, including the Laguna Blanca area, appears in the work of
Folkes et al. (2011). None of these products report a detailed structural framework of the
Laguna Blanca and to date there are no geological maps of the area in which the volcanic succes-
sions are subdivided into specific volcanic complexes, as is normally present in modern geologi-
cal maps of volcanic areas (e.g. Schiavo et al., 2007; Sherrod, Sinton, Watkins, & Brunt, 2007).
Indeed, our geo-structural map of the Laguna Blanca provides a detailed identification of the fault
structures as well as a revised lithological subdivision, in which volcanic products are related to
specific volcanic complexes. This has allowed us to clarify several significant aspects of the
genesis and evolution of the basin, including the relationships between major faults, basin mor-
phology and localization of volcanic centres.

2. Methods

2.1. Field mapping and sampling

The field survey was focused on key sectors, which were identified after a first interpretation of
the satellite images based on their apparent structural or lithological complexity. The main
exposed lithologies in the study area were sampled, collecting both fresh and altered rock surfaces
for spectroscopic and petrographic analyses. The analytical results were useful to drive further
image processing and finalize the geological map.

2.2. Spectroscopic analysis

A Varian Cary 5000 spectrometer was used to retrieve the spectral signatures of both fresh and
weathered sample surfaces. This spectrometer detects the hemispheric reflectance, with a wave-
length range from 0.35 to 2.5 mm and 1 nm sampling interval. The acquired high-resolution spec-
tral signatures were of fundamental importance during the ASTER processing phase. In fact, as
reported in recent studies of semi-arid (eastern Anti-Atlas of Morocco, Massironi et al., 2008) and
mountain areas (Himalaya of Western Nepal, Bertoldi et al., 2010), the analysis of rock spectral
signature is crucial to better understanding the spectral behaviour of different lithologies, evalu-
ating the possible presence of desert varnish coatings and outlining lithological contacts in meta-
morphic and igneous terrain.

2.3. ASTER image-processing

ASTER images were principally used for compositional and lithological analyses, since they have
a better spectral resolution compared to the Landsat 7 ETM+ data. After a pre-processing phase
(radiometric calibration, Short-Wave InfraRed – SWIR – bands resampling to 15 m/pixel and
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Fast Line of sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes – FLAASH – atmospheric cor-
rection), particular attention was given to mapping different lithologies, using false colour com-
posites (Red Green Blue – RGB – 731 and 941), Band Ratios (BR) (BR 2/1, 7/8, 9/8), Relative
absorption Band-Depths (RBD) (RBD 6 and 7) and Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) classification
(Kruse et al., 1993) (Figures 1 and 2). The high-resolution spectral signatures of samples collected
in the field and resampled at the ASTER sensor resolution enabled us to identify the ASTER
bands for BR and RBD products. For example, BRs 7/8 and 9/8 were applied to identify those

Figure 1. (a) ASTER RGB 731 false colour composite; (b) ASTER BR 2/1, underlining with high value
(light grey) lithologies with surface oxides alteration; (c) ASTER RGB 941 false colour composite; (d)
ASTER BDR 7 [(6+8)/7] showing with low value (dark grey) lithologies with Al–OH phyllosilicates.
Cb ¼ basaltic–andesitic lava flows (Vicuña Pampa volcanic complex), icg ¼ ignimbrites (Cerro Galan vol-
canic complex), cvm-i ¼ ignimbrites-tuffs (Pucarilla–Cerro Tipillas volcanic complex), cvm-c ¼ basaltic–
andesitic lava flows (Pucarilla–Cerro Tipillas volcanic complex), lgo ¼ leucogranitoid rocks (Ordovician
intrusive complex), go ¼ undifferentiated metagranitoid rocks (Ordovician intrusive complex), gb ¼ orthog-
neiss (Precambrian metamorphic complex), smb ¼ Schist and metabasite (Precambrian metamorphic
complex).
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lithologies containing chlorite, biotite, amphibole, as band 8 is characterized by a Fe/Mg–OH
vibrational absorption band, typical of these minerals; whereas, RBD 6 [(5+7)/6] is centred on
an Al–OH vibrational absorption peak and it is useful to enhance aluminium phyllosilicate min-
erals (e.g. muscovite) (other examples are commented in Figure 1). The laboratory spectra were
also applied for SAM classification, but in this case spectral signatures retrieved from specific
regions of interest (ROI) and directly derived from the ASTER image at field checked sites
were much more effective in lithology discrimination (Figure 2).

2.4. Landsat image-processing

Landsat 7 ETM+ images were used for the structural analysis, because of their high spatial res-
olution (30 m/pixel for VNIR-SWIR bands and 15 m/pixel for the panchromatic band). Promi-
nent tectonic lineaments were identified on sharpened Landsat images. Image sharpening is a
process, which allows to enhance RGB false colour composites up to the resolution of the

Figure 2. (a) ASTER RGB 321 false colour composite with locations of the ROIs used for the SAM classi-
fication. (b) ROIs spectra at the ASTER sensor resolution. (c) SAM classification based on ROIs spectra,
with the specific threshold angles for each class (lower angles correspond to higher spectral matching).
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Landsat 7 ETM+ panchromatic band (15 m/pixel). In particular, our structural analysis was
mainly based on sharpened 742 false colour composites, which represents the best false colour
composite to enhance silicate rocks (Mg/Al–OH in silicate absorption peak at band 7), vegetation
(high reflectance in band 4) and oxides (absorption in band 2).

2.5. Digital terrain models

Two medium resolution digital terrain models (DTM) were used: the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) DTM (90 m spatial resolution and �16 m vertical accuracy) and the ASTER
GDEM, which were generated using ASTER stereo-pair images (30 m spatial resolution and 10–
25 m vertical accuracy). In this work, the DTMs supplied the main topographic reference for the
mapping and were used, as well as the sharpened Landsat images, for the identification of the
major structural elements. In particular, several hillshade models were created in order to emphasize
different features according to their strike with the use of different solar azimuths and elevation angles.

2.6. Meso-structural analysis

During the field survey, meso-structural data were collected for analysing the major fault zones
that limit the Laguna Blanca basin. For each analysed site, identified by means of satellite
image interpretation, we measured fault-slip data (strike and dip of fault planes and slickenlines)
and Riedel-type kinematic indicators (Tchalenko, 1970; Petit, 1987). The measured sites are indi-
cated on the Main Map and the related fault-slip data plots are reported.

2.7. Stress inversion

The fault-slip data measured during the meso-structural analysis were used to retrieve local prin-
cipal compressive paleostress axes through stress-inversion methods. The software used for the
inversion was WinTensor 3.0.0 (Delvaux et al., 1997; Delvaux & Sperner, 2003), which allows
the application of both classical inversion methods (e.g. Right Dihedra method) and iterative
inversion procedure defined as the Rotational Optimization method (Delvaux & Sperner,
2003). The latter was chosen to perform the inversion, the results of which are displayed to the
right of the geo-structural map. A general NW–SE to NNW–SSE orientation of the nearly hori-
zontal maximum principal compressive stress axis (s1) has been derived for the N-S striking
faults, which delimit the Laguna Blanca basin to the eastern (sites 4, 5, 6) and western sides
(site 2). This principal compressive stress axis orientation is consistent with sinistral strike-slip
kinematics inferred for these faults on the base of field observations. On the other hand, a sinistral
transtensional regime has been retrieved in the basinal area within the N-S left-stepping master
faults (sites 1, 3). Therefore, in the study area we observe a permutation between the maximum
(s1) and intermediate (s2) principal compressive stress axes, proceeding from the N-S master
faults (s1 sub-horizontal, s2 sub-vertical) towards the basin interior (s2 sub-horizontal, s1 sub-
vertical), while the minimum principal compressive stress axis (s3) generally lies along a NE-
SW trend, as is similarly reported by Zhou, Schoenbohm, and Cosca (2013) for an adjacent area.

3. Lithological units

The lithological units reported on our geological map are generally inspired by the Laguna Blanca
sheet at 1:200,000 (Turner, 1973). However, Turner’s work is not totally consistent with more
recent publications on adjacent areas (Allmendinger, 1986; Folkes et al., 2011) and has shown
major discrepancies with our fieldwork observations. In particular, the Turner map: (i) clearly
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overestimates the metasedimentary rocks with respect to the intrusive and metavolcanic ones, (ii)
reports an outdated differentiation of Neogene–Quaternary volcanic units, which does not take
into account volcanic complex subdivisions, and (iii) overestimates the andesitic products over
the basaltic ones. For this reason, we devised a new legend, where the bibliographical information
has been harmonized with fieldwork and remote sensing (Table 1). Particular attention has been
paid in relating the volcanic products to their emission centres. For example, lava flows associated
spatially and genetically to the Vicuña Pampa caldera emission centre were classified as the
Vicuña Pampa Volcanic Complex.

In general, the study area is characterized by a low-grade metamorphic Precambrian base-
ment, intruded by Ordovician metagranitoid rocks. These rocks are unconformably covered by
a volcano–sedimentary sequence of Miocene age, followed by volcanic and volcanoclastic
rocks of Upper Miocene to Plio-Pleistocene age.

3.1. Precambrian metamorphic complex

The Precambrian metamorphic complex is characterized by a greenschist facies metamorphic
imprint and is subdivided into (i) Schist and metabasite, which are described by Turner (1973)
as the Loma Coral Formation (Table 1) and (ii) Orthogneiss, including augen gneiss. Allmendin-
ger (1986) defines this metamorphic basement as lower Paleozoic or/and upper Precambrian
schists and gneisses principally of sedimentary origin (Table 1).

3.2. Ordovician intrusive complex

The Precambrian metamorphic complex is intruded by prominent granitoid bodies (Figure 3(a))
defined as the Ordovician intrusive complex. In this complex we distinguished (i) undifferentiated

Table 1. Stratigraphy of the Laguna Blanca area as reported in this work (right column) and in Turner
(1973) (left column). Central column reports the stratigraphy of the southeastern border of the Puna plateau,
as described by Allmendinger (1986). Dashed line represents age hiatus. See the text for detailed
information on the relationship between different subdivisions. Punaschotter, Los Rastrojitos Formation
and Famabalasto Formation do not outcrop in the mapped area.

6 A. Traforti et al.
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metagranitoid rocks (granites, grano-diorites and diorites), including undeformed rocks, as well
as foliated rocks and localized mylonites and minor (ii) leucogranitoid rocks. These granitoid
rocks have yielded Rb/Sr whole rock ages of about 475 Ma (Allmendinger, 1986; Omarini, Vir-
amonte, Cordani, Salfity, and Kawashita, 1984). Turner (1973) defines this intrusive complex as
the Chango Real Formation and associates it to a Precambrian age (Table 1).

3.3. Volcano–sedimentary complex (Miocene–Pliocene)

In the study area, the Volcano–sedimentary complex outcrops to the SE and it is overthrusted by
the Precambrian metamorphic complex and the intrusive Ordovician complex (Figure 3(b)). In
Turner (1973) and Allmendinger (1986) the volcano–sedimentary complex is defined as the El
Bolsòn group; it consists of continental sedimentary rocks with volcanic intercalations and is sub-
divided into three units, renamed in this study as:

(i) Sandstone and conglomerate (Miocene), among which arcosic sandstone prevails, rep-
resent the basal unit of the El Bolsòn group (defined as Calchaquense by Gonzàlez
Bonorino, 1950, the El Morterito formation by Turner, 1973 and the Lower unit by All-
mendinger, 1986);

(ii) Tuffs and volcanic breccias (Miocene) represent the intermediate unit of the El Bolsòn
group and were described by Turner (1973) as the El Aspero formation and by Allmen-
dinger (1986) as the Volcanic unit;

(iii) Tuffaceous sandstone (Pliocene) are the upper unit of the El Bolsòn group, which were
defined as Araucanense by Gonzàlez Bonorino (1950), the El Cajon formation by
Turner (1973) and the Upper unit by Allmendinger (1986).

Figure 3. (a) Lithological contact between Precambrian metabasites and Ordovician granitoid rocks;
(b) Ordovician granitoid rocks overthrusting Tuffaceous sandstones (El Cajon formation) in the SE sector
of the study area; (c) Positive flower structure in basaltic lava flows of the Vicuña Pampa volcanic
complex; (d) Positive flower structure in Precambrian orthogneiss.
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3.4. Neogene to Quaternary volcanic complexes

The Pucarilla–Cerro Tipilla volcanic complex (Miocene) (Folkes et al., 2011) outcrops in the
northern part of the mapped area and includes basaltic and andesitic lava flows intercalated
with dacitic ignimbrites and tuffs, probably contemporaneous with the El Aspero formation.

The Cerro Galan volcanic complex (Pliocene) (Folkes et al., 2011) consists of dacitic ignim-
brites that were clearly distinguishable from the ignimbrites and tuffs of the Pucarilla–Cerro
Tipilla volcanic complex in the remote sensing analysis, because of the typical crystal field
absorption band due to iron in silicates.

All ignimbrites and tuffs exposed in the Laguna Blanca area are indicated as the Laguna
Blanca Formation (dacitic tuffs) in Turner (1973).

The Vicuña Pampa volcanic complex (Pliocene-Pleistocene?) consists of a series of basaltic
and andesitic lava flows surrounding a wide caldera located in the SW sector (Vicuña Pampa

Figure 4. (a) Digital elevation model of the southern Puna Plateau, showing the relative location of the
Laguna Blanca basin (c), the Salina del Fraille pull-apart basin (b), Cerro Galan (CG) and the Puna
plateau eastern margin (white dashed line). (b) Structural scheme of Salina del Fraille modified from
Dooley and McClay (1997) (left), Landsat 8 OLI image: 742 sharpened RGB (right); (c) Structural
scheme of the study area (left), Landsat 7 ETM+ image: 742 sharpened RGB (right). LB ¼ Laguna
Blanca basin, VP ¼ Vicuña Pampa Caldera, H ¼ Horst, G ¼ Graben.
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Caldera). Turner (1973) describes these flows as andesitic flows of the Negro Caranchi For-
mation (Early Quaternary) (Table 1).

4. Structural framework

The South Central Andean plateau is characterized by three sets of major faults having N-S
(orogen-parallel), NW–SE and NE–SW orientations (Allmendinger, 1986; Marrett & Strecker,
2000; Riller & Oncken, 2003). The Neogene tectonic activity of these faults is still a debated
topic. According to a first model (Marrett & Strecker, 2000), the fault sets were generated at
different times due to polyphase compressional tectonics, probably reflecting a change in plate
convergence (from NW–SE to ENE–WSW), which occurred at about 4 Ma. Alternatively, a
second model supports a heterogeneous deformation of the upper crust and a simultaneous acti-
vation of these differently oriented faults (Riller & Oncken, 2003; Riller et al., 2012). Among
these fault sets, the more prominent ones in the Laguna Blanca area are N-S striking faults extend-
ing for tens of kilometres. These orogen-parallel structures, frequently set on pre-Neogene
elements (i.e. northerly trending Paleozoic deformation belts and normal faults of the Cretaceous
rifting phase), were activated during the Neogene principally as reverse faults (Riller & Oncken,
2003). Nevertheless, the sinistral strike-slip component on orogen-parallel faults has also been
inferred, as in the case of the N-S striking faults delimiting the Salina del Fraille pull-apart
basin (Dooley & McClay, 1997), at about 140 km NW of the Laguna Blanca basin (Figure
4(a) and (b)). The analysis of meso-structural data collected in the Laguna Blanca field records
sinistral transpressional kinematics for N-S striking faults, which appears compatible with a
general NW–SE to NNW–SSE-oriented sub-horizontal maximum compressive stress axis.

Figure 5. Comparison between the location of alluvial fans in the Laguna Blanca basin and the deeps devel-
oped at the distal ends of a rhomboic pull-apart basin, according to the continuum model of pull-apart basin
development by Mann et al. (1983), (modified from Dooley & Schreurs, 2012). Black arrows indicate stream
captures.
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The results obtained on faults cutting the Precambrian basement and the Paleozoic granitoid rocks
(sites 4, 5, 6) are consistent with those of faults affecting the Plio-Pleistocene basalts (site 2;
Figure 3(c)). This suggests a common strike-slip-dominated deformation lasting up to recent
times. Moreover, the sinistral strike-slip kinematics on the N-S trending faults is confirmed by
macroscopic evidence, such as the offset of the margins of the Vicuña Pampa caldera, which
appears shifted and lowered to the NE along a releasing bend of the westernmost strike-slip
fault (Figure 4(c)).

5. Quaternary landforms and deposits

The Laguna Blanca basin, at an elevation of about 3400 m, is limited to the west by the Sierra
Laguna Blanca (5700 m of elevation on average) and to the east by an elongated ridge with an
average elevation of 4200 m. The rhombic shape of the basin and the strong topographic gradient
between the basin floor and the surrounding ridges suggest a tectonic origin.

The Quaternary deposits mainly consist of alluvial and colluvial unconsolidated deposits,
mostly sands and silts. In particular, the Laguna Blanca basin is characterized by the presence
of two large alluvial fans that expand from the SW and NE corners of the basin towards the
centre. Both the alluvial fans appear to be related to captures of ephemeral streams, which orig-
inally flowed southwards and northwards, respectively (Figure 5). This process may be due to the
development of depocentres at the opposite SW and NE ends of the basin, as described by Mann,
Hempton, Bradley, and Burke (1983) for rhomboid pull-apart basins along sinistral strike-slip
master faults (Figure 5). At the foot of the ridges, which bind the western and eastern side of
the basin, talus slopes and debris fans have accumulated. Aeolian deposits, such as dune fields
and loess accumulation are frequent in the Laguna Blanca plain and in localized depressions.
The semi-arid climate of the area is responsible for the accumulations of salt (salar) correspond-
ing with lagoons, which are affected by strong evaporation processes.

6. Conclusions

The geo-structural map of the Laguna Blanca basin reports in detail fault structures and lithologi-
cal units and introduces a modern differentiation of the volcanic units, here attributed to specific
volcanic complexes. The field-mapping was integrated with remote sensing analysis of multispec-
tral satellite images and medium resolution DTMs (SRTM and ASTER GDEM). In addition, the
spectroscopic analysis allowed us to retrieve the spectral signatures of the main lithologies, which
were fundamental for driving the ASTER processing (BR, RBD and SAM classification). More-
over, particular attention was paid to the identification and mapping of major faults, enabling us to
clarify the tectonic origin of the basin, which appears to be related to a releasing stepover along
N-S sinistral strike-slip master faults.

Software

The geological map, hillshaded DTMs and image sharpening of Landsat 7 ETM+ images were produced with
Esri ArcGis 9.3. The pre-processing of ASTER and Landsat 7 ETM+ images and the processing of ASTER
images were performed with Envi 4.7. Stress inversion of fault kinematic data was produced using WinTensor
3.0.0 (Delvaux et al., 1997; Delvaux & Sperner, 2003).
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